Virtual Victories!
Virtual Victory on National Sports Day!
Gunin Midha of class IXC emerged victorious at the Online Sports Quiz by winning the first place
in the Seniors Category at the final held on 29th August through the Zoom platform.
Gunin bagged the trophy after winning the prelims and qualifying for the final round.
Five questions were posed at the Final and the participant who got the most answers right in
the shortest span of time was declared the winner!

Congratulations Gunin Midha!

Excellence on National Sports Day!
V.S Harshith Ram of IX C distinguished himself at the Online Sports Quiz by winning the second
place in the Seniors Category at the final held on 29th August through Zoom.
Five questions were posed at the Final and the participant who got the most answers right in
the shortest span of time was declared the winner!
Congratulations Harshith!

Wackiest Victory!

V.S Harshith Ram of IX C
won the award for the
Wackiest Nickname in the
Murugappa
Madras
Quotient Quiz, held online
from 3.15 p.m on the 6th of
September. There were
more than a thousand
participants
,in
the
Peliminary round from
other cities and Dubai as
well and more than a
hundred in the final !
Winners were sent gift vouchers by email.
The 10th edition of the Murugappa Madras Quotient Quiz was ‘about all things Madras’,apart
from a few questions on the Murugappa group, conducted by quizmaster Dr.Navin
Jayakumar. The participants answered 35 questions of varied difficulty within an hour.
Prizes were awarded to participants on different categories such as youngest top scorer,
oldest top scorer and the participant with the wackiest nickname.
Congratulations Harshith!

Melodious Victory at ISKCON!
Nanditha Kannan of X C secured first place in the ‘Classical Music, Swarnamalika’ Category in the 13-15 age-group, at an
International Level at the Heritage Fest online 2020, conducted by ISKCON- the International Society for Krishna
Consciousness.

Participants had been asked to sing a ‘krithi/bhajan/ abhang’ etc. for a duration of five minutes, and send recorded solo
videos through a Google drive link that had been created for the participants, by 30th August 2020. The results were
announced after a month.
Congratulations Nanditha Kannan !

An Educational Experience!

Aashrita Vivek of IX A and Shruti Deepak of IX B participated in the Poshan Abhiyaan Quiz, which was open to all
citizens of India from September 7th to the 30th 2020. This was an initiative of the Ministry of Education in collaboration
with the Ministry of Women and Child Development, with the aim of raising awareness about the need to improve the
nutritional index of women and children across the country, in order to help the citizens to march towards a
malnutrition free India by 2022.
The theme of the Poshan Quiz was ‘Food and Nutrition’.The duration of the quiz was one minute only, during which
time six questions had to be answered. It was open to all citizens of India.
Congratulations Aashrita and Shruti !

Victory through Music!
G. Harish Subramaniam of IX A bagged second place
in the Krishna Bhajan Singing competition conducted
by Baktivedanta Gurukula & International School
The program Krsnanusilanam was based on the
theme of ‘Krishna Consciousness’, and was held on
an online platform in celebration of Janmashtami, on
August 11th ,2020.
The participants were allowed to take part in any
number of competitions. The competitors sent in
their entries in the form of videos through a special
link.
The results of the competition was given out on the day of Janmashtami through a live event.
Congratulations Harish!

Making her Mark through Art!
B. Nivedita of X A participated in the ‘Kalakriti’
Drawing Competition.
The program Krsnanusilanam was based on the
theme of ‘Krishna Consciousness’, and was held
on an online platform in celebration of
Janmashtami. It was conducted by Baktivedanta
Gurukula & International School.
The participants were allowed to take part in any
number of competitions. The competitors sent in
their entries in the form of images through a
special link.
The results of the competition was given out on the day of Janmashtami through a live event.
Congratulations Nivedita!

Classy Speedcubing !
Vrishab Anurag Venkatesh of IX B proved to be one of the
fifty fastest speedcubers in India,
securing the 29th rank among the 1,400 people who
participated in the Cubelelo Speedcubing Unlocked 5.0 online
competition on November 8th 2020.
The original 3x3 Rubik’s Cube wasn’t the only puzzle
competitors solved. There were seven additional events,
ranging from the 2x2 cube to a pyramid-shaped puzzle to
solving a 3x3 cube with one hand!
Competitors had to solve the cube 5 times, each with a different position or “scramble”. They then had to enter the time
taken for each solve in a Google Form. The average of the 5 solve times was taken and competitors were then ranked on
this basis.
Congratulations Vrishab!

